What Camping Tent Announces Launch Offering Reviews of
2016's Best Camping Tents
For an outdoors person there's few purchases as important as a camping tent. No
one wants to make a bad call &amp; end up paying too much for a low quality,
unreliable choice. Fortunately, the new website What Camping Tent has recently
announced their launch.
For an outdoors person there's few purchases as important as a camping tent. No one wants to
make a bad call &amp; end up paying too much for a low quality, unreliable choice. Fortunately, the
new website What Camping Tent has recently announced their launch.Cleveland OH, United States
of America - February 15, 2016 /PressCable/ -There's no doubt purchasing a camping tent can be something of a tough choice. Not only are there
many to choose from at all price points and quality levels, but there's also the factor that many
shoppers don't have deep experience with or knowledge of the subject. Finding a solution to this
problem recently became much easier, with the recent launch of What Camping Tent. What
Camping Tent is a new camping tent review site recently launched by outdoor enthusiasts, with a
mission of making shopping for a tent much simpler and more satisfying than ever. Visitors to the
new site have responded with enthusiasm.
"Something I like to do most is sit back and take in mother nature," commented a spokesperson
from the company. "To look at the birds, listen to their singing, go trekking, camping, hiking and
running, walking along the lake, playing games and sometimes being alone with the great outdoors.
It's very special to me. Doing all these things my companion has usually been a wonderful camping
tent. After some friends shared their less than perfect experiences shopping for tents, I thought I'd
share my experience and insight to save others from that same problem. And that's when What
Camping Tent was born."
According to What Camping Tent, they cover all of the most popular styles of camping tents. Some
highlights include: backpacking tents, very cool camping tents, family sized tents, and tents
designed for couples or friends to enjoy in the outdoors. All of the major brands like Coleman, MSR
and Ozark Trail are featured and the reviews make every effort to be as detailed as possible when
covering 2016 camping tents.
The What Camping Tent website also features very informative blog posts, which have a focus on
delivering valuable, actionable information. Recent posts have covered things like, "The Most
Comfortable Camping Tents"; "a complete review of Coleman tents"; "The Best Family Tent to
Consider" and much more.
Early reviews for the new camping site have been very positive across the board.
Brian S., from Maine, recently said in a five-star review, "Our family loves the outdoors and that
means we do a huge amount of camping. We were on the hunt for a new tent and the What
Camping Tent review site was really a great help. Without the site we were just flying blind and
having to rely on information that was questionable at best. Once we were able to check out some
honest reviews, we found what we needed, ordered and even saved money when it was all said and
done. Fully recommended."
For more information be sure to visit http://www.whatcampingtent.com.
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